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Introduction
Over $8.5 billion in cryptocurrency derivatives trading occurred per
day for a total of $5 trillion per year. In some cases those trading
occured on centralized exchanges, some of the global cryptocurrency
investors prefer decentralized exchanges because they can maintain
various standards of security, availability, reliability, and censorship
resistance on a publicly verifiable blockchain technology. A primary
constraint for existing decentralized exchanges is that they limit
investors to a small subset of blockchain ecosystems. Another
constraint is that they are slow and charge high fees due to
performance limitations of their underlying blockchain. To capture
the full market, the DogeChu ecosystem is here to liberate all
investors and global Community traders from all of the negativities
centered on the Cryptocurrency Industry.

The Problem Statement
DeFi applications seems to be the trending topics of the
decentralized industry today. With the recent researched
being carried out, there's a 60% responses showing that it
present a dificult state for an average user to use safety, Due
to lacks experience interacting with various smart contracts or
transacting on the blockchain technology. With various
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experiences of users being labeled as poor, the interface is
often unnecessarily complex, and the pre-requisite technical
knowledge serves as a high barrier and great risk of entry. On
the trending Story, presenting another issue rocking the
system is the issue of scams galore. With great demands being
required from users such commitment from the interested
user, With time requirements and effort spent in familiarizing
and getting to know the applications and deciphering the
jargon, many have preferred to stay away altogether. to
continue its explosive growth, and bring on board the majority
of the cryptocurrency DogeChu is here to play a superb role in
this Global industries.

About Dogechu
DogeChu is a decentralized global exchange with an
automated pricing and liquidity system. Inspired by the
beloved dogecoin, DogeChu was created to make
decentralized finance more efficient while rewarding its
holders with high returns through our staking and yield
farming ecosystem.

You get a better price for your tokens 99% of the time when
you trade on DogeChu instead of a single DEX. Swap BNB and
popular BEP20 tokens at the best pricing available with your
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Smart Chain (BSC) Wallet! DogeChu is inspired by dogecoin to
make decentralized finance more efficient while rewarding
holders with high returns through our staking and yield
farming ecosystem. Staking on DogeChu earns you 100% APY
of DoguChu with no minimum amount required, any amount
of DOGES can be staked on platform.

DogeChu is connected to top decentralized exchanges and
synthetic asset providers. When you execute a swap through
DogeChu, your order is routed to the sources offering the
best prices on the market. You get a better price for your
tokens 99% of the time when you trade on DogeChu instead
of a single DEX. Swap BNB and popular BEP20 tokens at the
best pricing available with your BSC wallet.

The platform is highly transparent with no hidden costs, and
fast landing of applications applied. DogeChu, with a
crosschain DEX, liquidity pools, and yield farming will become
the gateway into DeFi system. With Defi Sweeping the Global
world aside at the moment, DogeChu ecosystem, Will also be
operating on a Defi note. DeFi which represents a broad
category of Decentralized financial applications Dapp which
are being developed on top of open, trust-minimized,
programmable and censorship resistant networks to improve
upon the legacy financial system or create entirely new
usecases. It's runs and enabled on a distributed computing
system. With the superior of industrial growth.
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DogeChu has blazed itself to achieve various componential
industrial vital improvement, through the next-generation
enablement of multi-chain token swaps, encompound with
other unique functionalities, In line towards provide a
substainable solution to the present existing problems
The DogeChu ecosystem will aim to create a Governance
Token, This governarce will allow users and Communities to
decide on DOGES burns and other decisions making of the
platform. DogeChu ecosystem Will empower it's platform by
creating a unique bridge between BNB and ETH to reduce fee
costs in various aspects of the project.

The DogeChu ecosystem will incorporate the following
systems and services into it's global platforms:
- Decentralized Asset Management
- NFTs and Digital Art
- Decentralized Launchpad and Exchange
- Staking and Farming mechanism

Goverance System
The DogeChu Governance tokens which are tokens that
developers create to allow token holders to help shape the
future of a protocol. Governance token holders can influence
decisions concerning the project such as proposing or
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deciding on new feature proposals and even changing the
governance system itself. In many cases, the changes
proposed, vetted and then voted on through on-chain
governance accessed by using governance tokens are applied
automatically due to smart contracts. In other cases, the
team maintaining the project tasked with various applances
of changes, Which are likely to incorporate hiring of some
individuals to carry out those tasks.

Advantage Of Using Dogechu
° Low Price: With DogeChu ecosystem platform, You get the
lowest price without manually going to each
Dex Platforms
° Transaction: DogeChu gives you platform, in which you get
Transaction at lowest fee from Dex
° Non Charges: DogeChu platform will incorporate, No
charges fees for using DogeChu Platform. Which makes
it stand out.

DogeChu Non-Fungible Token (NFT)
Trading Cards & Card Games
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DogeChu comes with super cool NFT Trading Cards on launch
day! We have developed a whole series of trading cards with
your favorite meme coins. Collect, trade and play with
amazing NFT meme cards such as Doge, Shiba Inu, Baby Doge
and of course the almighty DogeChu. See which meme has
the strongest attacks when you let them fight against each
other in our soon to be released NFT cards game – but
remember: DogeChu is the mother of all memes and always
trumps!

Community Voting on DogeChu's
Development
We are a fully decentralized community token, where you,
our community, have the say. So, we will build community
voting that allows you to decide on the next development
step in DogeChu's life.

DogeChu NFTs Marketplace
DogeChu has a super creative community that knows how to
create great content. We want to give our community of
creative creators a platform to create, market, sell, buy,
trade and hold some of the most amazing NFTs.
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Token Details
DogeChu platform will incorporate, No charges fees for using
DogeChu Platform. Which makes it stand out.
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DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS
Bounty , 10 %

Farm, Stake,
Bounty

Liquidity , 40 %

Pre-Sale
Team & Development

Pre - Sale , 40 %

Team &
Development
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, 10 %

Farm, Stake, Liquidity

DogeChu Roadmap
Phase 1
*Idea and team formed
*Website launch
*Big marketing and social media push
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Phase 2
*List of DogeChu Token on Exchange
*1st DogeChu Airdrop
*DogeChu presale starts

Phase 3
*Influencer marketing push
*Applied at CoinGeko, CoinMarketCap, TrustWallet and
BscScan
*Listed on CoinGeko and CoinMarketCap

Phase 4
*Listed on TrustWallet and BscScan
*Third party audit
*List of DogeChu Token on Big Exchange

Phase 5
*Large influencer push
*Listing on major CEX
*More Events from our community
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Phase 6
* DogeChu NFT gaming
*DogeChu NFT Marketplace

*DogeChu Lottery

Phase 7
*Viral marketing with mega influencers
*Massive meme push through our NFT Marketplace
*Listing on more CEX

Phase 8
*Airdrop DogeChu NFT holders
* Launch of Mobile apps and DeFi wallet
*Launch of the DogeChu LaunchPad

Phase 9
*Global DogeChu community gathering at 100bn market cap
to promote Trading Competition campaign
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*Launch of borrowing , lending , Borrow platform
*Roadmap update
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